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ABSTRACT

Objective: The aim of this study was the evaluation of dual-energy computed tomography (DECT) for the assessment of
pulmonary metastases (PM) after antiangiogentic therapy (AT).
Material and methodology: A total of 82 patients with non-small cell lung carcinoma (NSCLC), colorectal cancer (CRC),
gastrointestinal stromal tumors (GIST) and hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) were examined before and after AT with DECT
of the lung. The number, size, CT densities (HU) of the PM were determined by 2 radiologists in consens in both DECT. The
Wilcoxon sign rank test was applied (SPSS, version 21, SPSS, IBM, Chicago, USA).
Results: The 82 patients (NSCLC: 32/82; CRC: 34/82; GIST: 10/82; HCC: 6/82) with a total of 201 PM were included. DECT
were produced with a time interval of 4 ± 1 months. Size changes of the metastases: PM total 23 mm vs. 24 mm; p = .1/ NSCLC
22 mm vs. 23 mm; p = .2/ CRC 23 mm vs. 23 mm; p = .3/ GIST 24 mm vs. 25 mm; p = .1/ HCC 22 mm vs. 21 mm; p = .1.
Contrast media in the course: PM total 45 HU vs. 25 HU; -44%; p < .05/ NSCLC 43 HU vs. 22 HU; -49%; p < .05/CRC 33 HU
vs. 15 HU; -55%; p < .05/ GIST 45 HU vs. 24 HU; 47%; p < .05/HCC 62 HU vs. 43 HU; -31%, p < .05.
Conclusions: The quantification of the contrast medium uptake of pulmonary metastases is valid by using dual-energy imaging.
In this way, the therapy response according to antiangiogenetic therapy with regard to the contrast medium uptake can be assessed
more precisely without native imaging in addition to changes in the size of the metastases.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The response of malignant tumors to therapy is usually in-
vestigated by means of computed tomography or magnetic
resonance imaging. To be documented here are not only
changes in size, but also changes in tumor perfusion. A re-
duction of tumor perfusion given a constant or even increas-
ing size can sometimes be assessed as response to therapy
if “pseudo progress” is evident, for example, in view of tu-
mour necrosis brought about during therapy. Essential here

therefore is a quantification of the tumors’ uptake of contrast
medium, which can be calculated and visualized by means
of dual-energy CT (DECT).[1]

For years, DECT has been an established diagnostic proce-
dure with a number of advantages over mono-energy com-
puted tomography. Tissue differentiation can be carried
out successfully. Virtual subtraction of calcium or contrast
medium with resultant reduction in radiation exposure and
accurate quantification including visualization of contrast
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medium uptake.[2–6]

Already in 1971, Folkmann et al. dealt with tumor angiogen-
esis in terms of therapeutic treatment options.[7] However,
bevacizumab was approved only in 2004.[8]

In the following years, an increasing number of antiangio-
genic therapies established themselves for cases such as those
involving NSCLC, HCC, GIST and CRC.[9–12]

The aim of this study was to evaluate dual-energy CT for
assessing pulmonary metastases of malignant tumors with
respect to contrast medium uptake as part of anti-angiogenic
therapy.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGY
Between 4/2012 and 10/2013, 82 patients (46 women, 36
men, average age 63 ± 12 years) with pulmonary metas-
tases were examined consecutively. Included as primary
tumours were non-small cell lung carcinoma (NSCLC), col-
orectal cancer (CRC), gastrointestinal stromal tumors (GIST)
and hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC). The primary tumors
were all surgically removed before the 1st DECT (13 ± 5
months); the pulmonary metastases involved new secondary
growths in the course of time. There were no further extra-
pulmonary secondary growths. The inclusion criterion was
chemotherapy conducted between the 1st and 2nd DECT
using anti-VEGF MTTs (vascular endothelial growth factor
- molecular targeted therapies). The dual-energy CT tests
were carried out as part of the standardized staging checks.
2 DECTs were performed for every patient. The first DECT
was always performed before start of chemotherapy, the next
examination being conducted after chemotherapy.

The number and size of the secondary growths were deter-
mined by consensus. So were the secondary growths’ densi-
ties with the help of dual-energy software. A differentiation
was made here between virtual native density values and
absolute density values after administration of the contrast
medium.

The study had been previously approved by the ethics com-
mission and all patients had given their consent. The CT
examination results were acquired using a dual-source multi-
detector CT (Somatom Definition Dual Source; Siemens
medical solutions, Forchheim, Germany). Non-ionic con-
trast medium was injected in the supine position (1.5 ml per
kilogram of body weight, Xenetix 300, Guerbet, Sulzbach,
Germany).

The data records were obtained in the arterial phase using
bolus tracking from the diaphragm to the top of the lungs
during inspiration. Examination parameters of tubes A/B:
140 kV/ 80 kV and 96 mAs/404 mAs.

2.1 Post-processing and image data reconstruction
The DECT generated 3 image data sets: 80 kV, 140 kV data
sets, hybrid images incorporating 60% of the 140 kV data
and 40% of the 80 kV data.

For post-processing, the image data were loaded on to a
workstation (syngo MMWP; Siemens Medical Solutions,
Forchheim, Germany). At this workstation, a special post-
processing software was used to generate image data sets
with a special representation of contrast medium uptake
(overlay image data).

2.2 CT measurement of pulmonary nodule density
The overlay image data of the 1st and 2nd DECTs were
compared by two radiologists (13/15 years of experience),
the results being in consensus: CT density values (HU) for
pulmonary nodules (min. 11 mm, max. 35 mm diameter,
maximum size within the pulmonary nodule).

For the comparison between the CT density values of the
virtual native and overlay DECT image data, the Wilcoxon
signed rank test was employed, and the results checked for
statistical relevance. All calculations were performed using a
statistical software (SPSS, version 21; SPSS, IBM, Chicago,
USA). A p-value of < .05 exhibited a statistical significance.

The tumors was assessed as pulmonary metastases after
a comparison with mono-energy computed tomographies
prior to the study (55/82) or through histological verification
(27/82).

3. RESULTS
From 4/2012 to 10/2013, 82 patients with a total of 201
pulmonary metastases (2.4 ± 0.9 metastases per patient)
were examined consecutively. Primary tumors were NSCLC
(32/82), CRC (34/82), GIST(10/82) and HCC (6/82). The
dual-energy CT tests were carried out as part of the stan-
dardized staging checks. 2 DECT scans were performed
at a chronological interval of 4 ± 1 months for every pa-
tient. The first DECT was always performed before start of
chemotherapy, the next examination being conducted after
chemotherapy. Histological verifications of the metastases
were carried out for 27 of the 82 patients. The remaining
tumors (55/82) were assessed as pulmonary metastases af-
ter comparison with mono-energy computed tomographies
before the 1st DECT (5 ± 2 months).

The changes in the metastases’ size in the course of time
are listed in Table 1. Evident both in terms of total number
(23 mm [11-35 mm] vs. 19 mm [7–31 mm]; -17%; p = .1) as
well as metastases in dependence on the primary tumor was
a regressive average metastasis diameter in each case, but
without any statistical significance (NSCLC 22 mm [12-34
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mm] vs. 19 mm [8-30 mm]; -14%; p = .15/ CRC 23 mm
[11-35 mm] vs. 19 mm [8-30 mm]; -17%; p = .3/ GIST 24
mm [13-30 mm] vs. 22 mm [8-29 mm]; -8%; p = .1/ HCC
22 mm [13-34 mm] vs. 18 mm [8-30 mm]; -18%; p = .09).

The contrast-medium uptakes of the metastases are repre-
sented in Table 2. Evident in the contrast-medium uptakes

of the metastases are significant regressions both in terms of
total number (45 HU (±4) vs. 25 HU (±5); -44%; p < .05)
and with respect to the primary tumors (NSCLC 43 HU (±5)
vs. 22 HU (±6); -49%; p < .05/ CRC 33 HU (±5) vs. 15
HU (±4); -55%; p < .05/ GIST 45 HU (±4) vs. 24 HU (±5);
-47%; p < .05/ HCC 62 HU (±4) vs. 43 HU (±5); -31%, p <
.05).

Table 1. Average size (mm) of the pulmonary secondary growths in total and in dependence on the primary tumor in the
course of time, determined using dual-energy CT

 

 

 Quantity 
Average size in mm 
(min.-max. diameter) 
Baseline 

Average size in mm 
(min.-max. diameter)  
Follow up 

p 

Total secondary growths 201 23 (11-35) 19 (7-31) .1 

Secondary growths in the case of NSCLC 75 22 (12-34) 19 (8-30) .15 

Secondary growths in the case of CRC 84 23 (11-35) 20 (7-31) .3 

Secondary growths in the case of GIST 26 24 (13-30) 22 (8-29) .1 

Secondary growths in the case of HCC 16 22 (13-34) 18 (8-30) .09 

 

Table 2. Average contrast-medium uptake (HU) of the pulmonary secondary growths in total and in dependence on the
primary tumor in the course of time, determined using dual-energy CT

 

 

 Quantity 

Average contrast-medium 
uptake in HU (+/- standard 
deviation) 
Baseline DECT 

Average contrast-medium 
uptake in HU (+/- standard 
deviation) 
Follow up DECT 

p 

Total secondary growths 201 45 (4) 25 (5) < .05 

Secondary growths in the case of NSCLC 75 43 (5) 22 (6) < .05 

Secondary growths in the case of CRC  84 33 (6) 15 (4) < .05 

Secondary growths in the case of GIST  26 45 (4) 24 (5) < .05 

Secondary growths in the case of HCC 16 62 (4) 43 (5) < .05 

 

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

An assessment of the chronology of pulmonary metastases,
taking into consideration modified tumor perfusions after
anti-angiogenic therapy, poses a new challenge to radiologi-
cal diagnosis.[1] Additional assessment techniques are there-
fore necessitated not only by the mechanism of action, but
also the criteria of therapy response.[13]

Our study was able to demonstrate that quantification of
contrast-medium uptake is possible and valid using dual-
energy imaging.

A very important aspect here is that previous mono-energy
quantifications were only possible after acquisition of native
image data, this being associated with increased radiation
exposure. What we find remarkable is that perfusion of
the secondary pulmonary tumors in our group of patients is
significantly reduced during anti-angiogenetic therapy, re-
gardless of the primary tumor, whereas the tumor diameters

also exhibit a reduction, but without statistical significance
(see Figures 1-4). This is an important additional item of
information in assessing therapy response, and can prevent
premature termination of a therapy which is inherently suc-
cessful.

Other studies have presented modified criteria for assessing
size during therapy. For example, Krajewski et al. recom-
mend a 10% reduction in size for renal cell carcinoma during
anti-angiogenic therapy as a successful therapy response,
contrary to the usual RECIST criteria.[14] Even if our re-
sults need to be checked in further studies, there is legitimate
hope that the assessment of therapy response should be multi-
modal, that is, taking into account changes in tumor size and
morphology in combination with clinical parameters.[3, 15, 16]

Chae et al. dealt with the characterization of singular pul-
monary nodules using dual-energy CT. They conclude that
this technique has a number of applications in computed
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tomography which makes use of contrast media, and that
differentiation between benign and malignant lesions is more
successful.[5, 6]

Figure 1. Pulmonary metastases examined before and after
first cycle of chemotherapy using dual-energy computed
tomography. Minor reduction in size and reduction of
contrast-medium uptake in the course of time.

Figure 2. Secondary pulmonary growths of constant size in
course of time, case involving NSCLC, with reduced uptake
of contrast medium

Figure 3. Secondary pulmonary growths of constant size in
the course of time, case involving GIST, with reduced
uptake of contrast medium

Figure 4. Secondary pulmonary growths of constant size in
the course of time, case involving HCC, with reduced uptake
of contrast medium

According to Ogawa et al., dual-energy CT image data cre-
ated 60 s after injection of contrast medium provide an ex-
cellent hilar and mediastinal contrast of vessel lymph nodes
and can replace two-phase scan records.[3]

With previous studies, we were able to demonstrate the sig-
nificance of DECT in assessing therapy response after radio-
embolization of the liver, and assessing pulmonary metas-
tases in terms of the contrast medium’s dynamics.[17, 18]

DECT has a wide range of potential applications in the field
of oncology.[19, 20] The response to anti-angiogenic therapy
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in the case of pulmonary metastases examined by us was not
studied previously, however.

In the case of gastrointestinal stromal tumors, DECT has
proven a useful supplement to RECIST and CHOI[21, 22] for
monitoring therapy within the framework of studies.

The response of patients with HCC to therapy using sorafenib
was assessed by Dai et al. using volumetric iodine intake
based on DECT data, and considered as a useful additional
modality.

Another factor to be taken into account is the precise time
of data acquisition after administration of contrast medium,
this having been investigated by Thaiss et al. in the case of
patients with HCC and lymphomas using dual-energy CT,
taking into consideration the concentration of iodine.[2]

A limitation of our study is assessment of a single follow-up
DECT in each case. Future studies should include longer
observation periods. Another disadvantage of our study is
the lack of correlation with clinical parameters as well as
the overall survival of patients. Further studies should ex-
amine the extent to which changes in the tumors’ uptake of
contrast medium have clinical relevance, and whether they
are reflected in prolonged survival. Only this would allow
dependable review of therapy response criteria.

In summary, the dual-energy computed tomography is a use-
ful instrument for assessing response to anti-angiogenetic
therapy for pulmonary metastases.
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